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Thematic errors are within the most severe errors in mapping, being very 
difficult to identify, measure and correct; a recent approach for its evaluation 
and measuring is available in some ISO standards; this paper illustrates the 
concepts and proposes one methodology (based in the concept of multi-features) 
to obtain the metrics associated: determination of the number of omissions, 
commissions and misclassification of a random sample defined in a dataset, when 
compared with the Universe of Discourse; and yet its impact measured in linear 
units. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Thematic control of the features in cartography is an old goal that stands from the time of the 
analogical maps; nowadays, with the richness of the tools available in the photogrammetric 
environment, we tend to extract much more information from the sources, witch leads to a high 
probability of misclassification and redundancy. 
 
In order to understand how these errors are of great relevance, consider that, when a meaning 
associated to the geometry is wrong, we are faced not with one error, but with two errors: (1)-the 
map informs about a non-existent object (commission) but (2)-doesn’t inform about the existence of 
an existent object (omission); this type of errors is bi-directional (mismatch between the dataset 
and the real world). 
 
The concepts around the quality of a geo-database are exploited by the recent ISO 19100 series, 
namely the ISO 19113, ISO 19114 and ISO 19115, with relevance for the concepts of elements and 
sub-elements of Completeness and Thematic Accuracy. 
 
This paper discuss these topics in the context of multi-features, witch means that the same 
geometry may support the delineation of several objects found in the field, as for example the 
boundaries of two agricultural classes (areas) that are defined by one stream (linear): the three 
features share the same geometry and may be defined by that exact geometry (actually assuring a N 
to N relationship between the digital map and the terrain). 
 
Although the clarity of the standards, it seems that in this more complex context, the concepts of 
completeness and thematic accuracy may become a little mixed and may need further 
understanding. 
 
This paper describes a possible solution (actually already implemented) addressing the classification, 
quantification (absolute and relative) and display of the mismatch between the Universe of Discourse 
(the theoretical terrain) and a random sample of the dataset submitted to the control. 

CONTEXT 

The ISO documents 

ISO (International Standard Organization) is producing a series of standards about Geographic 
Information; some are already available; among them, these have a direct link to geographic data 
quality: 

• “ISO 19113 – Geographic Information - Quality Principles” defines the principles of 
Geographic Information Quality. 

• “ISO 19114 - Geographic Information - Quality Evaluation Procedures” defines the 
processes for evaluation of data quality, including its components, the process flow, 
the evaluation methods, sampling procedures and how to report all the information (1)-
in the form of report or (2)-in the form of metadata. 

• “ISO 19115 – Geographic Information - Metadata” defines the schema required for 
describing geographic information and services, including the quality elements. 

The concept of feature 

The concept of feature used in this paper is: the geometry and the parameters that define its 
meaning and its aspect (e.g. a stream is: a collection of points connected by linear interpolation 
(geometry), displayed in blue (aspect) and coded as stream (meaning)) 

When the same geometry fulfills different goals in the ground, its called multi-feature (e.g. a 
narrow stream of water may, at the same time, be the boundary of a pine wood, the boundary of an 
oak wood and yet an administrative boundary). 

Features may have attributes that further describe the feature 



• quantitative attributes (e.g. a house may have the number of occupants as a quantitative 
attribute) 

• non-quantitative attributes (e.g. the family name may be a non-quantitative attribute) 

Features may be related by relationships (for instance, in the Portuguese Cartographic Series 
SCN10K, the spot heights must be paired with a text expressing the height itself: the first is for 
digital use and the last is for analog purposes; they must be related by the same graphic group) 

The concept of mapping 

Mapping is the activity of recording information of the ground under certain rules 

So, the three main components are:  

• the ground, independent of the rules and of the map 

• The rules (product specification), that describe how the ground should be interpreted and 
recorded, to enable certain uses; they should include quality parameters. ISO 19114, in its 
annex G (sub-clause G.2) states that “the specification defines those features, attributes 
and relationships that are considered important and should be in the dataset” 

• the map (digital) that should represent the ground according to the rules (namely, 
respecting the quality parameters defined in the product specification) 

The concept of quality control 

Quality control is the activity of observing, measuring and reporting the discrepancies between the 
map and ground (or better: a ground representation considered the “ground truth”, usually called 
Universe of Discourse), under the specifications umbrella. 

Definitions of Quality Elements 

In summary, the quality elements defined by ISO are: 

• Completeness: 

Every feature found on the Universe of Discourse (ground truth) should be in the Dataset; any lack is 
an omission 

The Dataset should have nothing that doesn’t exist in the Universe of Discourse; any excess of data is 
a commission. 

According to Iso 19114 (D.3, Page. 14) Completeness is the presence or absence of (1)-features, (2)-
feature attributes and (3)-feature relationships.  

It has the following sub-elements:  

 Commission: excess data in a dataset and  

 Omission: data absent from a dataset 

• Logical consistency 

Logical consistency is the degree of adherence to logical rules of data structure, attribution and 
relationships (data structure may be conceptual, logical or physical): it has the following sub-
elements: 

Conceptual consistency: adherence to rules of conceptual schema 



Domain consistency: adherence of values to the value domain 

Format consistency: degree to which data are stored in accordance with the physical structure 
of the Dataset 

Topological consistency: correctness of explicitly encoded topological characteristics of the 
Dataset 

• Positional accuracy 

Positional accuracy measures the difference of coordinates between a point in the Dataset and its 
homolog point in the ground. 

According to Iso 19114 (D.5, page. 19) Positional Accuracy is the accuracy of the position of a 
feature. It has the following sub-elements: 

 Absolute or external accuracy 

 Relative or internal accuracy 

 Gridded data positional accuracy  

• Temporal accuracy 

According to Iso 19114 (D.5, page. 23) is the accuracy of temporal attributes and temporal 
relationships.  It has the following sub-elements: 

 Accuracy of time measurement correctness of temporal references of a time 

 Temporal consistency: correctness of ordered events or sequences 

 Temporal validity: validity of data with respect to time 

• Thematic accuracy 

According to Iso 19114 (D.7, page. 26) Thematic Accuracy is (1)-the accuracy of quantitative 
attributes, (2)-the correctness of non-quantitative attributes and (3)-the correctness of the 
classification of features and their relationships 

It has the following sub-elements: 

 Classification correctness: comparison of the classes assigned to features (or their attributes) to 
a universe of discourse (ground truth or reference dataset) 

 Non-quantitative attribute correctness: correctness of non-quantitative attributes 

 Quantitative attribute correctness: accuracy of quantitative attributes 

 In this paper we are concerned only with completeness and thematic accuracy 

COMPLETENESS AND THEMATIC ACCURACY 

In order to ease the reading, remember the concept of feature previously stated; for example, 
House is a feature, Family Name is a non-quantitative attribute, Number of Occupants of the house 
is a quantitative attribute. 

Understanding completeness 

The evaluation of these errors are obtained by comparing the number of occurrences of a feature 
(e.g. House) in the Dataset (DS) proposed for control and the number of occurrences of that feature 



in any kind of information that exactly describes the “ground truth”, here named as Universe of 
Discourse (UOD). 

Studying the UOD and comparing it with the DS we may find some occurrences of the feature that 
match in both the Universes (OK) and others that don’t exist in the DS (Omissions). 

Studying the DS and comparing it with the UOD we may find some occurrences of the feature that 
match in both the Universes (OK) and others don’t exist in the UOD (Commissions). 

So, comparing UOD and DS we have 3 alternative possibilities for each feature examined: 

• OK: that feature that is considered the same feature in the UOD and DS (there is a match) 

• Omission: that feature that exists in the UOD but not in the DS 

• Commission: that feature that exists in the DS but not in the UOD 

This may be pictured like: 

 

The number of occurrences of any feature in any one of these situations may range from 0 to N. 

We will use the symbols “#kind” to denote “number of features counted as kind” and “% kind 
(universe)” to denote “percent of features counted as kind in universe”; 

So, 

#UOD = #OK + #Omissions and then, #Omissions = #UOD - #OK 

#DS = #OK + #Commissions and then #Commissions = #DS - #OK 

#UOD_DS = #OK + #Omissions + #Commissions 

According to ISO 19114, in page 48, the formulas for percentages are: 

% Omissions (UOD) = #Omissions / #UOD = #Omissions / (#OK + #Omissions) 

Some notes on % Omissions (UOD): 

• % Omissions (UOD) ranges from 0% (when #Omissions = 0) to 100% (when #OK = 0) when 
#UOD > 0, which means that there is at least 1 occurrence of that feature in the ground;  

• #Omissions is always less or equal to #UOD;  



• when #UOD=0 there are no Omissions and we may accept that % Omissions (UOD)=0; 

% Commissions (UOD) = #Commissions / #UOD = #Commissions / (#OK + #Omissions) 

Some notes on % Commissions (UOD): 

• As #Commissions is not part of the denominator, % Commissions (UOD) may grow from 0 
(when #Commissions =0) towards infinity (as #Commissions grows) when #UOD > 0; it is not 
confined to 100%; 

• #Commissions may be less, equal or greater then #UOD; 

• when #UOD=0 it’s impossible to evaluate % Omissions (UOD); 

In spite of the previous definition we could use 

% Commissions (DS) = #Commissions / #DS = #Commissions / (#OK + #Commissions) 

This equation ranges from 0 (when #Commissions = 0) to 100 (when #OK = 0) when #DS > 0 which 
means that there is at least 1 occurrence of that feature in the file; 

Or 

% Commissions (UOD_DS) = #Commissions / #UOD_DS = #Commissions / (#OK + #Omissions + 
#Commissions) 

This equation ranges from 0 (when #Commissions = 0) to 100 (when #OK + #Omissions = 0) when # 
UOD_DS > 0 which means that there is at least 1 occurrence of that feature in the ground or in the 
file: 
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As examples lets consider the next figures where the red symbols are considered power poles in the 
UOD and the green are the power poles proposed in the Dataset. 

Perfect match: 

 

The count of poles is 5 for UOD and 5 for DS; so, #OK = 5, #Omissions = 0, #Commissions = 0 

% omissions = 0/5*100 = 0 and % commissions = 0/5*100 = 0. 

Omission: 

 

In this situation we have:  

The count of poles is 5 for UOD and 4 for DS; so, #OK = 4, #Omissions = 1, #Commissions = 0 

% omissions = 1/5*100 = 20 and % commissions = 0/5*100 = 0 

Commission: 

 

In this situation we have:  

The count of poles is 5 for UOD and 6 for DS; so, #OK = 5, #Omissions = 0, #Commissions = 1 



% omissions = 0/5*100 = 0 and % commissions = 1/5*100 = 20 

This may seem clear, but it is not. There are some “strange” situations: 

The role of position: 

 

In this situation we have:  

The count of poles is 5 for UOD and 5 for DS; so, 

% omissions = 0/5*100 = 0 and % commissions = 0/5*100 = 0 

What is wrong in this situation?  

The problem is that in the position of the northern pole proposed in the DS there is no pole on the 
ground and the DS doesn’t propose a pole in the position on the south; is it a positional error (#OK = 
5, #Omissions = 0, #Commissions = 0) or completeness errors (#OK = 4, #Omissions = 1, #Commissions 
= 1)? 

This situation may be different from this one: 

 

Here it seems that it is “clearly” a positional error and not a completeness error. 

So, we need to find some criteria for the concept of matching between the UOD and the DS; for 
example, we could accept that there is a match when, in a neighborhood of the UOD object there is 
a DS object with the same meaning; the radius of this neighborhood should be defined in the 
specifications (for punctual, for linear and for superficial features); if not, we may, perhaps, use the 
nominal positional accuracy or the resolution assigned to the nominal scale, of the specifications. 

So, in this situation we would have % omissions = 0/5*100 = 0 and % commissions = 0/5*100 = 0 if 
both poles are the same object, but acceptably displaced in the space or % omissions = 1/5*100 = 20 
and % commissions = 1/5*100 = 20 if we consider them as two different objects. 



The special case of no features in the UOD (#UOD=0) 

Let’s consider now the situation where there are no features in the UOD; we have a problem with 
the formulas to evaluate the percentages: 

 

The count of poles is 0 for UOD and 5 for DS. 

According to the ISO formula, in this situation we have % omissions = 0/0*100 and % commissions = 
5/0*100, both of impossible evaluation. 

In what concerns omission, as there is no omission, we can say that % Omissions (UOD) = 0 

In what concerns commissions, no assumptions may be made about percentages; although if we use 
the alternative formula  

% Commissions (UOD_DS) = #Commissions / #UOD_DS = #Commissions / (#OK + #Omissions + 
#Commissions) we would have 100% no matter how many commissions we have. 

Classification of features 

The NOTE in page 48 of ISO 19114 alerts for the fact that these two concepts (completeness and 
thematic accuracy) are subjective: when a misclassification occurs (e.g. a house is classified as 
industrial building) it may be classified as one single thematic error or, alternatively, as two 
completeness errors: one for omission (house) and the other for commission (industrial building). 

Actually the concept of classification of features is much more complex and needs further 
understanding. 

When making a map, the cartographer must observe the ground, discover the features defined in the 
technical specifications (an only those) and write them down to the Dataset according to the rules 
defined in the specifications. 

So, the image of the feature is drawn thought any kind of geometry and a meaning is associated to 
that geometry (using one layer, one code or whatever defined in the specifications); that meaning 
must belong to the domain of meanings of the feature catalogue. 

But, if that geometry accommodates more then one meaning, we must assign to the geometry a 
variable length list of meanings which may not be accomplished by the use of the concept of layer or 
coverage; codes are very good candidates. 

If only one code is associated to the geometry we call it a single feature; if several codes are 
assigned to the same geometry we call it a multi-feature. 

We call the process of assignment of meanings or codes to the geometry, the process of coding and 
not the process of classification because a class of features is an aggregate of individual features 



(previously coded in the coding process). 

For example, given a list of features (industrial buildings, residential buildings, religious buildings, 
roads, paths, streets, rivers, lakes, contour lines, spot heights, etc.) we may create classes (or 
aggregations) of features like Class of Edifications (industrial buildings, residential buildings and 
religious buildings), Class of Traffic (roads, paths and streets), Class of Hydrography (rivers and 
lakes) and Class of DTM (contour lines, spot heights), where each feature belongs to one and only 
one class. 

In this sense, classification is the establishment of a relationship between features and classes with 
cardinality of many (features) to one (class). 

This can be even more complex because we may be interested in assign the same feature to 
different classes where, for instance, the class DTM would be composed of rivers, contour lines, spot 
heights, breaklines (being these, associations of other linear features already attached to other 
classes), etc. and because of this, the river would belong to the hydrographic class and to the DTM 
class at the same time. 

In this sense, classification is the establishment of a relationship between features and classes with 
cardinality of many (features) to many (classes). 

Classification, in the sense of assigning classes to features, is not an act of creating maps but an act 
of using maps (and then, there will be no classification errors in the act of mapping (because the 
feature is not classified during the construction of the map, but only when it is used, for special, 
thematic purposes)); in this sense, there is no room for the concept of thematic accuracy as 
“classification correctness” in creating maps, only in the use of maps! 

So, the concept of thematic accuracy should be applied to feature encoding correctness and not to 
classification correctness. 

Strategy and economy 

Witch is the value of cartography? 

Cartography, by it self, has no value; only costs. 

Notwithstanding, its use may be inestimable (if it has quality) because of its potential uses; 
cartography is a strategic resource for development and defense. 

Is this truth for maps without quality control? No! The process of map making is still so error prone 
that maps not controlled should be considered as garbage. It is better to have no maps than to have 
maps that lie or that nobody knows if they lie or tell the truth. 

That’s why quality control is essential. 

To produce a map has some costs; its control quality has yet other costs; but the use of not 
controlled maps may have catastrophic consequences. 

Nowadays, the main costs of production are related with the field operations, including the 
detection of the errors (completeness and codification) generated in the photogrammetric 
environment.  

The quality control costs depend on the types and quantity of errors measurable in the Dataset: the 
more the errors, the more the cost of the control and reporting of the errors; and more are the costs 
associated to the production because of the costs of correction.  



The player’s point of view 

Let’s try to understand the concepts of completeness and thematic accuracy under the points of 
view of the producer and of the user: 

 Producers point of view: 

In the producer point of view, an omission is the reflex of lack of work and so, it is economically 
good; a commission is the effect of excess of work and so it is economically bad; a codification error 
is simply an error: it has no economical effects (nor positive nor negative). 

These three types of errors must be corrected and than they have associated costs; so, in the 
producers point of view, the best is to (1)-do the work (no omissions), (2)-not to produce the  
unnecessary (no commissions) and (3)-do it well (no codification errors). 

In this sense, both completeness and thematic accuracy are of main interest to the producer in 
economical terms. 

While omissions are simply prohibited, some commissions could, eventually, be useful for the user 
(then acquiring some value for the producer) as complementary data, if they could be added to the 
feature catalogue. 

But codification errors are simply mistakes; there is no potential use for them; they occur because of 
lack of attention or lack of knowledge of the operators; in any case they should be helped to 
improve their work. 

So, probably, thematic errors are the most important type of errors to the producer’s workflow. 

 User’s point of view: 

In the point of view of the user the knowledge of the codification error is meaningless; when he 
looks for a certain industrial building shown on the map and doesn’t find it in the ground his problem 
is not to find the industry; he doesn’t care about the residential house he found in that place; so, 
what effectively count are the omissions and commissions because both reduce drastically the 
reliability of the information. 

IS THE COUNT OF OCCURRENCES THE BEST METRIC? 

The mere count of occurrences of omissions, commissions and codification errors are a very poor way 
to measure the errors, as for example:  

In a rural environment it’s probably much more important the lack of a path of 1000 meters than 
another of 50 meters; 

In another way, the counts may be different for the same situation making the pass/fail tests 
irrelevant, depending on other factors of quality; for example: 

Consider that the threshold value for percent of omissions is 7.5 % 

Consider the set of 10 segments of roads existing on the ground (Universe of Discourse); in 
the Dataset, 1 segment is missing (the Dataset has only 9 segments of roads); then the 
omission count is 1 and the percent of omissions is then 10 % (1/10*100); this Dataset is 
rejected for correction 

Consider now that one of the segments has the length of 1000 meters. 

Due to the intersections with paths, that 1000 meters road must be split in several 
segments, in order to maintain topology; now, we have 1 omission in 20 segments and the 
percentage is now only 5% (1/20*100); the Dataset is now accepted. 



Yet, the error, in meters, is exactly the same in both the situations; an advised producer 
will split the linear features the maximum the possible, in order to lower the percentage of 
omissions and get acceptance for his deficient product! But, attention; it has a verso. 

Then the evaluation of the quality indexes should be expressed in occurrence counts for punctual 
elements, in terms of lengths for linear elements and in terms of areas for superficial elements. 

INTRODUCING THE WORKING EXAMPLE: ANNEX G OF THE ISO 19114 

The evaluation procedures for completeness and thematic accuracy depend on the environment 
where the Dataset and the Universe of Discourse are available. 

As the most part of the cartography is still made in CAD systems (in particular in Portugal, 
MicroStation is the main tool), we will center our attention in this context (it should be easier to 
describe abstract concepts in a GIS environment with all the geometry and attributes in the 
database). 

We will use the example of Annex G of the ISO 19114 because it is illustrated and commented in the 
document and permits the emulation of a real situation. 

The Technical Specifications: 

 The technical specifications of the example are listed below: 

 

 

 

As we can see, the product specification defines, at least, the contents we are interested for 
(features, attributes, relationships) and the rules that must be accomplished during the production. 



Remarks: 

The first rule, about the trees, is only a comment because, if it was valid to record trees with less 
than 1 meter, their height class should be defined, as for instance: {A: [0..1[ meter, B:[1..3[ meters, 
etc}   

The two other rules state that some attributes may have no value and so, the lack of this 
information should not be considered as omission; but, sometimes it is important to differentiate the 
situation where a particular feature doesn’t have that attribute (void or null) from another situation 
where it is not possible, at the production time, to know the value of the attribute; in this situation, 
the value domain should be extended. 

The “real world”: 

Next we can see a pictorial representation of the “real world”: 

 

 



This is obviously an ultra simplified image but it is enough for this study.  

Compilation of the data 

From this moment on (having the specifications and the world), the producer can proceed with the 
mapping process; he must collect reference data (aerial photographs and so on) and digitize the 
map. 

The process of digitizing consists of several steps but mainly he must filter the information exposed 
by the reference data, according to the specifications previously defined; so, he doesn’t ought to 
collect the geometry of the lake, the hospital, the railway, nor the name of the roads because none 
of these are contained in the specification. 

Then he will draw the geometry assigning the right mean to each vector; this may be made through a 
color, a layer, a code or by any other means (unless the technical specification defines how); it is by 
this particular characteristic that we “know” that that line or symbol is a path or a house. 

But, how to proceed if the same geometry would have to accommodate more than one meaning as 
for example, the road to be the boundary of a pine wood, and an administrative boundary?  

He could not simply assign other color or other layer to it because it would destroy the current 
meaning while attaching a new one to the geometry. 

But he could duplicate the geometry and assign the color or layer of the pine wood to the new 
geometry; then, he would do the same for the administrative boundary and etc. 

This technique is highly time expensive, error prone, a source of duplicates of the same thing, a 
source of topological problems and extremely hard to update. 

Because this technique is so poor, usually only one meaning is assigned to each vector witch leads to 
very large number of omissions and lack of semantic connectivity. 

In the cartography of the Portuguese Mapping Authority (IGP), this problem has been addressed since 
1995 by the systematic use of the multi-featuring technique, applied to a huge amount of data in 
large and medium scales. 

Multi-featuring  

The multi-featuring is implemented through a set of integer codes whose meaning is maintained in 
an external file called Object Catalogue; this Object Catalogue is also able to accommodate 
different types of rules and productivity tools. 

The core of the multi-featuring process is the MicroStation ability to append to any geometry, a 
variable length list of codes prefixed by a signature that uniquely identifies the context of use; for 
example, the next image shows the information available about a line with two meanings (in the 
form of User Data Linkage): code 05000102 stands for "Road: Surfaced" and code 04010002 for 
"Lake"; both codes are prefixed by the value 1995 which is the signature for IGP. 



 

These codes may be interpreted and displayed in any national language in a very practical way: 

 

This decoding process may be accomplished by reading the Object Catalogue witch is listed in the 
annex and may be easily translated to other human languages letting for instance the producer work 
with his natural language and the users explore the information in their own language, simply by 
loading the appropriate catalogue. 

With these or any other tools, our producer finishes the Dataset, step by step; for instance with this 
sequence: 

• The buildings 



 



• The trees 

 

• The Roads: 

 



• The data not defined in the specifications: 

 

 

We present next an image of the final result or the Dataset: 

 

Now that the Dataset is ready, it must be submitted to Quality Control evaluation. 



HOW TO DEVELOP EVALUATION PROCEDURES FOR COMPLETENESS AND THEMATIC ACCURACY 

Our goal now is to identify, count, measure and display the completeness and thematic accuracy 
errors. 

In order to accomplish the task we need to compare the dataset with any kind of “ground truth” that 
matches correctly the ground and the specifications. 

Making the control over the whole Dataset may be extremely expensive. Then, we can control only 
one sample of the Dataset. 

The sample sizes and sampling methods should be defined in the specifications. 

A classical approach 

In order to compare the two universes people usually make a plot of the sampled part of the dataset 
and goes to the field observing the ground and registering the errors in the original plot; later, at the 
office, they compare the illuminated plot (seen as the Universe of Discourse) with the original plot 
(seen as the Dataset), making the calculations by hand. 

Another possibility is to do the same digitally: take a copy of the Dataset, modify it in order to 
represent the “ground truth” and have an application that compares the original Dataset file with 
that that represents the modifications; this technique is extremely tricky because: 

• it is necessary to search the geometry of two different files and try to find matches of the 
geometry; in what concerns the geometry, there are two possibilities: 

o two exactly coincident geometries are found: then it is only necessary to compare 
the meanings (levels, colors or any thing else) 

o two similar geometries are found under certain pre-definedy tolerances; in this 
case, the subtle differences may be the lack of some points, the original vector 
may have been broken in two or more, and so on;  

Imagine the increased difficulties when the same geometry has more than one meaning, 
with duplicate and similar geometry; it is a huge nightmare to find the matches, but it is 
even worst to decide who should match with whom; 

• if there is no match we have simple omissions or commissions 

• if we found matching geometry, the study of the meanings may be easy (exactly one 
geometry match), difficult or impossible (if more then one geometry match) 

Note that in any case the Universe of Discourse was obtained modifying a copy of the Dataset. 

The proposed approach 

Understanding these difficulties and taking advantage of the capacity for multi-coding of 
MicroStation, we suggest (and implemented) another solution: 

Sampling  

Once the Dataset is ready for control, a set of geometries in the Dataset is randomly marked as 
sample for analysis, with an appropriate sample size, by an appropriate sampling method (probably 
defined in the specifications). 

In our study case: 

“Illegal” elements (not defined in the specification) are not marked as sample and so, they will not 
be considered in the calculations 



All the “legal” population is marked as sample and so the size of the sample is 100%: 

 

Obtaining a seed for the Universe of Discourse (=duplication of codes) 

After the sampling process, an application (ngTema) is used to replicate the codes of the geometry 
marked as sample, but with a different signature (1996); for example, a vector with  

1003 1995 06000006 (industrial building) 

1003 1995 99999977 (sample) 

Becomes 

1003 1996 06000006 (industrial building) 

1003 1996 99999977 (sample) 

1003 1995 06000006 (industrial building) 

1003 1995 99999977 (sample) 

(Note that one code spends only 8 bytes of storage space) 

So, any geometry marked as sample has its original list of codes recorded in two different signatures. 

The codes signed with 1996 are considered our original Dataset (DS) and will suffer no modifications 
from now on; the codes signed with 1995 will be considered the seed of the Universe of Discourse 
(UOD); than, the Universe of Discourse begins to be equal to the Dataset; happily, both DS and UOD 
shares the same geometry, in the same file. 

Obtaining the Universe of Discourse (=correcting the data) 

Then, that seed of the Universe of Discourse (codes 1995) of the file is modified or, better to say 



corrected, becoming the actual Universe of Discourse, while maintaining the original information 
untouched (in the form of codes with the 1996 signature).  

The correction needs reference data witch may be acquired directly in the field, in a 
photogrammetric environment, using ortophotos, or by any other means using another available 
application (ngXis).  

The coding operations needed to get the final UOD are (the examples show the successive 
transformations from the original situation, above): 

• for existent geometry (for example: in the previous situation, the Industrial Building should 
be simply a House): 

o starting with 

1003 1996 06000006 (industrial building) 

1003 1996 99999977 (sample) 

1003 1995 06000006 (industrial building) 

1003 1995 99999977 (sample) 

o removal of the codes incorrectly assigned by the producer in the case of 
commission (removal of the Industrial Building): 

1003 1996 06000006 (industrial building) 

1003 1996 99999977 (sample) 

1003 1995 99999977 (sample) 

Notice that the Industrial Building was removed but not the sampling mark; at this 
time the geometry has no meaning assigned to it; it is not a feature; if it stays like 
this, it will be a commission in terms of completeness and also a commission in 
terms of misclassification matrix. 

o addition of the necessary codes in the case of omission (appending of the House): 

1003 1996 06000006 (industrial building) 

1003 1996 99999977 (sample) 

1003 1995 06000100 (house) 

1003 1995 99999977 (sample) 

Now, the original geometry has a meaning; it is a house; it will be an omission in 
terms of completeness. 

If there are no further changes, in terms of misclassification matrix this geometry 
corresponds to a misclassification between House and Industrial Building (not 
omission neither commission); in terms of completeness, it corresponds to a 
commission (Industrial Building) and an omission (House) 

• for non-existing geometry:  

o A rough (or accurate) sketch is drawn with the necessary codes, including the code 



of sample 

1003 1995 06000100 (house) 

1003 1995 05000102 (Road: Surfaced) 

1003 1995 99999977 (sample) 

This configuration corresponds to the situation where the distance between the 
edge of the road and the front wall of the house is less then the resolution of the 
nominal scale of the map. 

The fact that this new geometry doesn’t contain the sampling mark in the form of 
1996 may be interpreted by the software as being a brand new geometry (although 
this knowledge has no importance) 

Analyzing and recording the errors 

Once the UOD is ready, another option of the same application makes a simple scan of the (unique) 
file and, for all the geometry with the sample code, compares the list of codes 1995 with the list of 
codes 1996, detecting the omissions and commissions; it is a very simple task. 

The conclusions obtained are recorded in a database where two applications (forms based) generate 
all the calculations (statistics for completeness (omissions and commissions) and misclassification 
matrix). 

The whole process 

Let’s take a look to the whole process: 

First let’s visualize the errors identified in the ISO document with the Dataset superimposed to it: 

 



Those errors, identified by numbers and enclosed in circles may be studied in the ISO document. 

But, we must take a deeper look to the Universe of Discourse described in the ISO document: 

 

Here we can see several discrepancies between the specifications and the UOD (“ground truth”): 

o elements not defined in the specifications 

o the lake should not be represented in the UOD 

o the railway should not be represented in the UOD 

o the hospital should not be represented in the UOD 

o the street names should not be represented in the UOD 

o the numeric values of the height of the trees should not be represented in the UOD 

o the alphabetic values of the height of the trees should be represented in the UOD 

o rules not respected in the UOD: 

o there are two tree ( 0.5  and 0.8 meters, north of the lake)  that should not be 
represented in the UOD 

Now, let’s take a look to the digital Dataset (digitized using the analog Dataset) superimposed with 
the analog UOD: 



 

The next step is the process of sampling and then the replication of the codes to the 1996 signature: 

 

Now we must correct the UOD’ seed (geometry and the set of the 1995 codes): 



 

Our UOD is now in accordance with the combination of the specification and the “corrected” analog 
UOD. 

As final graphical process we can compare our work with the errors identified in the document: 

 

Errors 23 and 31 are not errors (the house was actually an industrial building and so doesn’t have 



attributes). 

The statistical data 

 

Completeness data (number of occurrences) 

The next table contains the output of the program; note the Error flags that appear because of the 
use of the original formula for evaluation of commissions. 



 

UOD Commission 
%Commissio
n 

Omissio
n 

%Omissio
n OK %OK 

%Errors(O+C
) Class Name 

4 2 50 4 100 0 0 150 con Industrial Building 

10 1 10 1 10 9 90 20 con House 

1 0 0 0 0 1 100 0 at2 House: Number of occupants = 2 

3 0 0 2 66.67 1 33.33 66.67 at2 House: Number of occupants = 3 

3 1 33.33 1 33.33 2 66.67 66.67 at2 House: Number of occupants = 4 

0 1 Error 0 0 0 0 Error at2 House: Number of occupants = 5 

2 1 50 0 0 2 100 50 at2 House: Number of occupants = 6 

1 0 0 1 100 0 0 100 at2 House: Number of occupants = 7 

1 0 0 0 0 1 100 0 at1 House: Family name = Gotlib 

0 1 Error 0 0 0 0 Error at1 House: Family name = Prat 

1 0 0 1 100 0 0 100 at1 House: Family name = Charlier 

1 0 0 1 100 0 0 100 at1 House: Family name = van Hamme 

1 0 0 0 0 1 100 0 at1 House: Family name = Hegré 

1 0 0 1 100 0 0 100 at1 House: Family name = Franquin 

1 0 0 0 0 1 100 0 at1 House: Family name = Loisel 

1 0 0 0 0 1 100 0 at1 House: Family name = Thronheim 

0 1 Error 0 0 0 0 Error at1 House: Family name = Franklin 

0 1 Error 0 0 0 0 Error at1 House: Family name = Goscinny 

1 0 0 1 100 0 0 100 at1 House: Family name = Pratt 

25 3 12 2 8 23 92 20 agr Tree 

5 2 40 1 20 4 80 60 at3 Tree: Height Class A (1-3) 

7 3 42.86 2 28.57 5 71.43 71.43 at3 Tree: Height Class B (3-5) 

10 0 0 3 30 7 70 30 at3 Tree: Height Class C (5-10) 

2 2 100 0 0 2 100 100 at3 Tree: Height Class D (>10) 

8 4 50 1 12.5 7 87.5 62.5 via Road: Unsurfaced 

7 1 14.29 3 42.86 4 57.14 57.14 via Path 

8 1 12.5 2 25 6 75 37.5 via Road Name 

          
By  
Class
:          

UOD Commission 
%Commissio
n 

Omissio
n 

%Omissio
n OK %OK 

%Errors(O+C
) Class  

25 3 12 2 8 23 92 20 agr  

14 3 21.43 5 35.71 9 64.29 57.14 con  

23 6 26.09 6 26.09 17 73.91 52.17 via  

8 3 37.5 4 50 4 50 87.5 at1  

10 3 30 4 40 6 60 70 at2  

24 7 29.17 6 25 18 75 54.17 at3  

          

Total:          

UOD Commission 
%Commissio
n 

Omissio
n 

%Omissio
n OK %OK %Errors(O+C)  

104 25 24.04 27 25.96 77 74.04 50   
 



Completeness data (expressed in lengths of linear elements) 

 

UOD OK(Mt) 
Commissions(Mt
) 

Omissions(Mt
) Class Name Code 

4    con Industrial Building 6000006 

10    con House 6000100 

1    at2 House: Number of occupants = 2 6000102 

3    at2 House: Number of occupants = 3 6000103 

3    at2 House: Number of occupants = 4 6000104 

0    at2 House: Number of occupants = 5 6000105 

2    at2 House: Number of occupants = 6 6000106 

1    at2 House: Number of occupants = 7 6000107 

1    at1 House: Family name = Gotlib 6000201 

0    at1 House: Family name = Prat 6000202 

1    at1 House: Family name = Charlier 6000203 

1    at1 House: Family name = van Hamme 6000204 

1    at1 House: Family name = Hegré 6000205 

1    at1 House: Family name = Franquin 6000206 

1    at1 House: Family name = Loisel 6000207 

1    at1 House: Family name = Thronheim 6000208 

0    at1 House: Family name = Franklin 6000209 

0    at1 House: Family name = Goscinny 6000210 

1    at1 House: Family name = Pratt 6000211 

25    agr Tree 8000100 

5    at3 Tree: Height Class A (1-3) 8000101 

7    at3 Tree: Height Class B (3-5) 8000102 

10    at3 Tree: Height Class C (5-10) 8000103 

2    at3 Tree: Height Class D (>10) 8000104 

8 6,845.60 8,607.92 2,525.72 via Road: Unsurfaced 5000104 

7 4,721.74 1,975.47 3,008.08 via Path 5000108 

8    via Road Name 5000102 

       
By 
Class:       

UOD OK(Mt) 
Commissions(Mt
) 

Omissions(Mt
) Class   

25    agr   

14    con   

23 11,567.34 10,583.39 5,533.80 via   

8    at1   

10    at2   

24    at3   

       

       

UOD OK(Mt) 
Commissions(Mt
) 

Omissions(Mt
)    

104 11,567.34 10,583.39 5,533.80    
 

Misclassification matrix 

Due to its dimensions, this information is not presented in this paper; for those who may be 
interested, please contact the author at joao.marnoto@novageo.pt . 



SPECIAL PROBLEMS WITH COINCIDENT FEATURES 

In the simple model that we are using, no special problems arose; although, in the most part of 
realistic cartographic models, as for instance, the Portuguese Official Cartography at the scale 
1:10000, the story is far from finished: due to (1)-the richness of contents, (2)-the fact that 
topological errors are forbidden, (3)-the completeness and thematic accuracy errors must be less 
then 5% and (4)-the fact that the positional accuracy must have a root mean square error not greater 
than 1.7 meters witch makes that lots of linear features collapses to the same geometry, it happens 
that  almost all the linear geometry is multi-featured (or the geometry has to be exactly replicated, 
with a certain degree of cardinality, witch is much more complex than multi-featuring).  

So, we must pay attention to the typical situations that may arise with coincidente features (multi-
featured or duplicated geometry ) in its impact in completeness and thematic accuracy: 

In any comparison of the two lists of codes (DS and UOD) we can find any number (0 or more) of 
matches (codes that are common to DS and UOD), of commissions (codes only present in the DS) and 
of omissions (codes only present in the UOD). 

This is very easy to accommodate in the completeness matrix, but it’s not so easy in terms of 
thematic accuracy; here we have 9 distinct cases grouped in 3 kinds: 

• those where there is no misclassification ( 5 cases ) 

• that where the misclassification exists and is determinate (just one case) 

• those where the misclassification exists and is not determinate ( 3 cases ) 

In order to describe these situations, we need a schema to show the codes before (DS) and after 
(UOD) the correction, as well as the impact of change in the completeness and the misclassification 
matrixes. 

Let’s consider what kind of variation may occur with an universe of just 4 codes (adding more codes  
adds no more complexity), named A, B, C and D; on the left of the symbol “/” we put the list of 
codes of the Dataset and on the right, the list of codes corresponding to the Universe of Discourse; 
for example in the next figure: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B C  /  B C D 2 1 1 4
  A B C D          
A       1          
B   1              
C     1            
D                  
                   

 

OK means the number of matches of codes before and after the correction; they are identified in 
green; C means the number of Commissions and the commissioned codes are identified in red; O 
means the number of Omissions and the ommited codes are identified in blue; the slash (/) 
separates the list of codes of the DS (at left) and the list of the UOD (at right); below the codes we 
show the 4x4 misclassification matrix (1 row and 1 column by code) expanded with 1 column (to 
accommodate the codes of the DS not existing in the UOD - commission) and 1 line (to accommodate 
the codes of the UOD not proposed in the DS - ommission). 

The 1s show the positions of the matrix that are incremented by 1 in each situation. 



There are the 9 distinct cases: 

• Those where no misclassification occurs; these includes:  

o (1)-only matches;  

o (2)-only commissions;  

o (3)-only omissions;  

o (4)-only matches and commissions;  

o (5)-only matches and omissions;  

Note that they do not include omissions and commissions at the same time. 

• That where the misclassification exists and is determinate; this is the situation where we 
have (6)-exactly 1 omission and 1 commission and optionally any number of matches 

• Those where the misclassification exists and is not determinate; these includes all those 
combinations where the sum of (omissions + commissions) is greater then 2 but none equals 
0; there may be any matches in the combination; they are: 

o (7)-more than 1 commission, 1 omission and optional Matches 

o (8)- 1 commission, more than 1 omission and optional Matches 

o (9)- more then 1 commissions, more than 1 omissions and optional Matches ( so, we 
need 4 or more codes) 

Examples: 

• (1)-only matches: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B C D / A B C D 4   4
  A B C D          
A 1                
B   1              
C     1            
D       1          
                   

 

• (2)-only commissions: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B C D /      4  4
  A B C D          
A                  
B                  
C                  
D                  



  1 1 1 1          
 

• (3)-only omissions: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

    / A B C D   4 4
  A B C D          
A         1        
B         1        
C         1        
D         1        
                   

 

• (4)-only matches and commissions: 

o 1 commission: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B C D / A B C  3 1  4
  A B C D          
A 1                
B   1              
C     1            
D                  
        1          

 

o 2 commissions: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B C D / A B   2 2  4
  A B C D          
A 1                
B   1              
C                  
D                  
      1 1          

 

o 3 commissions: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B C D / A    1 3  4
  A B C D          
A 1                



B                  
C                  
D                  
    1 1 1          

 

• (5)-only matches and omissions: 

o 1 ommission: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B C  / A B C D 3  1 4
  A B C D          
A 1                
B   1              
C     1            
D         1        
                   

 

o 2 ommissions: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B   / A B C D 2  2 4
  A B C D          
A 1                
B   1              
C         1        
D         1        
                   

 

o 3 ommissions: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A    / A B C D 1  3 4
  A B C D          
A 1                
B         1        
C         1        
D         1        
                   

 

• (6)-exactly 1 omission and 1 commission and optional matches 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B C  /  B C D 2 1 1 4



  A B C D          
A       1          
B   1              
C     1            
D                  
                   

As codes B and C match, then the only ommission (code D) should substitute the only commission 
(code A), undoubtedly (unless we use special groups as described later, like mutually incompatibility 
for example)  

• (7)-More than 1 Commission, 1 Omission and optional Matches: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B C  /   C D 1 2 1 4
  A B C D          
A                  
B                  
C     1            
D         1        
  1 1               

The problem here is: witch of the codes A or B should be substituted by D? There in not sufficient 
information to decide. 

• (8)- 1 Commission, more than 1 Omission and optional Matches: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B   /  B C D 1 1 2 4
  A B C D          
A                  
B   1              
C         1        
D         1        
   1                

The problem here is: witch of the codes C or D should substitute A? There in not sufficient 
information to decide. 

• (9)- More then 1 Commissions, more than 1 Omissions and, if more then 4 codes,  optional 
Matches: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B   /   C D  2 2 4
  A B C D          
A                  
B                  
C         1        
D         1        
  1 1              

The problem here is: witch code (A or B) should substitute witch code (C or D)? There in not 



sufficient information to decide. 

Post differentiation 

These problems of indetermination may be diminished if we introduce some new concepts: 

Mutually incompatibility of features 

If it is possible to identify situations where, by any reason, it is impossible that a particular pair of 
codes share the same geometry, we can say that those features are mutually incompatibles. 

Mutually incompatible features cannot be mixed up so they are in fact ommissions and commissions 
and one should not be substituted by the other, so, in any situation from 6 to 9, one code should be 
used to increment the omissions and the other code used to increment the commissions, reducing 
the number of ambiguities; this may even solve the equation. 

For example it is clear that the same house can not have two different numbers of occupants as like: 

 

But may it have more than one family name? 

 

Actually the specifications should define the incompatible associations of meanings like the pair 
contour/power line, etc. 

But we may go further: 

Grouping of features 

It is often advisable to define classes of features as previously described in the beginning of this 
text; these classes or groups of features may be used in a countless number of situations; for 
instance to accommodate lists of incompatible features or, by the contrary, list of different degrees 
of potential confusion or, more simply, lists of equally potential confusion. For example: 

Forestry class = (pine, eucalyptus, oak) 

Road network class = (road, path, freeway, street) 

Let’s see the impact of this in the special situations 6 to 9:   

In situation (6)-“exactly 1 omission and 1 commission and optional matches”: 

• If A= pine, B=road and C=oak then 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B   /  B C  1 1 1 3
  A B C D          
A     1          
B   1              
C                  
D                  



                   
As codes A and C belong to the same matching class, then code C should substitute code A (we are 
accepting that it is easy to mix up pine with oak). 

• If A= road, B=pine and C=oak then 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B   /  B C  1 1 1 3
  A B C D          
A       1        
B   1              
C                  
D                  
       1            

As codes A and C do not belong to the same matching class, then code C should not substitute code A 
(it is difficult to mix up road with oak). 

• (7)-“More than 1 Commission, 1 Omission and optional Matches”: 

If one and only one of the commissions belong to the same class of the omission, we can solve the 
equation; else we may not reduce the ambiguity: 

If A= pine, B=street, C=house and D=road then 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B C  /   C D 1 2 1 4
  A B C D          
A         1         
B        1          
C     1            
D                  
                   

As codes A and D do not belong to the same matching class, then code D should not substitute code A 
(it is difficult to mix up road with pine); as codes B and D belong to the same matching class, then 
code D should substitute code B (it is easy to mix up road with street). 

But if A= pine, B=oak, C=house and D= eucalyptus then 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B C  /   C D 1 2 1 4
  A B C D          
A         1         
B         1         
C     1            
D                  
         1          

As codes A, B and D belong to the same matching class, there is no information to permit an option 
between A or B to be substituted by D. 



• (8)- “1 Commission, more than 1 Omission and optional Matches” 

This situation is clearly similar with the previous one 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B   /  B C D 1 1 2 4
  A B C D          
A                  
B                 
C                  
D                  
                   

 

•  (9)- “More then 1 Commissions, more than 1 Omissions and, if more then 4 codes,  optional 
Matches”: 

If (A and C) belong to the same class and (A and D) does not (similar to a non-matching code): 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B   /   C D  2 2 4
  A B C D          
A      1            
B         1        
C                  
D                  
         1          

As codes A and C belong to the same matching class, then code C should substitute code A. 

If (A and C) belongs to the same class and (B and D) both belong to another class: 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

A B   /   C D  2 2 4
  A B C D          
A      1            
B        1         
C                  
D                  
                   

 

Else we may not reduce the ambiguity. 

Summary of the multi-features situations for 4 codes 

 

         OK C O
OK+O+
C 

O+
C  

A B C D / A B C D 4   4 0  
A B C D / A B C  3 1  4 1  



A B C D / A B   2 2  4 2  
A B C D / A    1 3  4 3  
A B C D /      4  4 4  
A B C D /  B C D 3 1  4 1  
A B C D /   C D 2 2  4 2  
A B C D /    D 1 3  4 3  
A B C  / A B C D 3  1 4 1  
A B C  / A B C  3   3 0  
A B C  / A B   2 1  3 1  
A B C  / A    1 2  3 2  
A B C  /      3  3 3  
A B C  /  B C D 2 1 1 4 2  
A B C  /   C D 1 2 1 4 3 ? 
A B C  /    D  3 1 4 4 ? 
A B   / A B C D 2  2 4 2  
A B   / A B C  2  1 3 1  
A B   / A B   2   2 0  
A B   / A    1 1  2 1  
A B   /      2  2 2  
A B   /  B C D 1 1 2 4 3 ? 
A B   /   C D  2 2 4 4 ? 
A B   /    D  2 1 3 3 ? 
A    / A B C D 1  3 4 3  
A    / A B C  1  2 3 2  
A    / A B   1  1 2 1  
A    / A    1   1 0  
A    /      1  1 1  
A    /  B C D  1 3 4 4 ? 
A    /   C D  1 2 3 3 ? 
A    /    D  1 1 2 2  
    / A B C D   4 4 4  
    / A B C    3 3 3  
    / A B     2 2 2  
    / A      1 1 1  
    /        0 0  

 

? = difficulties encountered. 
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ANNEXES 

Object Catalogue 

 
Catalogue { 
    Name="Iso 19114 - Annex G" 
} 
Commands { 
    Cell                = "place cell absolute tmatrx" 
    Line                = "place line constrained;dx=0" 
    Line_string         = "place lstring space;dx=0" 
    Shape               = "place shape icon" 
    Text                = "place text" 
} 
 
/* Rules: 
-trees with a height of less than 1 metre shall not be recorded 
-the attribute "condition" of a road may have no value ("undetermined value") 
-the attributes "name" and "number of occupants" of a house have no value ("undetermined value") 
*/ 
 
Features { 
    "Technical Specifications - Buildings"{ 
        6000006 {name="Industrial Building" LV=1 LC=0 WT=2 CO=6 types = {cell(ac="indust")} } 
        6000100 {name="House" LV=1 LC=0 WT=2 CO=6 types = {cell (ac="house")}} 
        6000101 {name="House: Number of occupants = 1" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000102 {name="House: Number of occupants = 2" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000103 {name="House: Number of occupants = 3" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000104 {name="House: Number of occupants = 4" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000105 {name="House: Number of occupants = 5" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000106 {name="House: Number of occupants = 6" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000107 {name="House: Number of occupants = 7" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000108 {name="House: Number of occupants = 8" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000199 {name="House: Number of occupants = ?" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
                /* ? : When undetermined */ 
        6000201 {name="House: Family name = Gotlib" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000202 {name="House: Family name = Prat" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000203 {name="House: Family name = Charlier" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000204 {name="House: Family name = van Hamme" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000205 {name="House: Family name = Hegré" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000206 {name="House: Family name = Franquin" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000207 {name="House: Family name = Loisel" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000208 {name="House: Family name = Thronheim" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000209 {name="House: Family name = Franklin" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000210 {name="House: Family name = Goscinny" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000211 {name="House: Family name = Pratt" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
        6000299 {name="House: Family name = ?" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=6 types = {text(ft=21 tx=200.0)}}  
                /* ? : When undetermined */ 
    } 
    "Technical Specifications - Trees"{ 
        8000100 {name="Tree" LV=14 LC=0 WT=0 CO=2 types = {cell(ac="tree")}} 
        /* A : from 1 to 3 metre; B : from 3 to 5; C : from 5 to 10; D : more than 10 */ 
        8000101 {name="Tree: Height Class A (1-3)" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=2 types = {text(ft=21 tx=160.0)}} 
        8000102 {name="Tree: Height Class B (3-5)" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=2 types = {text(ft=21 tx=160.0)}} 
        8000103 {name="Tree: Height Class C (5-10)" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=2 types = {text(ft=21 tx=160.0)}} 
        8000104 {name="Tree: Height Class D (>10)" LV=11 LC=0 WT=0 CO=2 types = {text(ft=21 tx=160.0)}} 
    } 
    "Technical Specifications - Roads"{ 
        5000102 {name="Road: Surfaced" LV=1 LC=0 WT=2 CO=3  types = {4,3,11} } 
        5000104 {name="Road: Unsurfaced" LV=1 LC=0 WT=1 CO=3  types = {4,3,11} } 
        5000106 {name="Road: Undetermined" LV=1 LC=0 WT=0 CO=3  types = {4,3,11} } 
        5000108 {name="Path" LV=1 LC=3 WT=2 CO=3  types = {4,3,11} } 
    } 
    "Not Defined in the Technical Specifications"{ 
        4010008 {name="Railway" LV=1 LC=2 WT=3 CO=3  types = {4,3,11} } 
        4010102 {name="Road Name" LV=1 LC=0 WT=0 CO=3  types = {text(ft=21 tx=260.0)} } 
        4010004 {name="Hospital Building" LV=1 LC=0 WT=2 CO=3  types = {cell(ac="hospit")} } 
        4010002 {name="Lake" LV=1 LC=0 WT=2 CO=1  types = {4,3,6,11} } 
        4010004 {name="Lake Name" LV=1 LC=0 WT=2 CO=1  types = {text(ft=21 tx=130.0)} } 
    } 
    "reserved" { 
        99999975 {name="Quadrats-ID" } 
        99999976 {name="Quadrats" } 
        99999977 {name="Sample" types = {2, 3, 4, 6, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17}}       



     }         
} 
 
Report of the contents of the original Dataset 

   Ficheiro: [C:\ISOs\ng\_GP\1_dataset\TQC_DataSet.dgn] 
Catalogue: [Iso 19114 - Annex G] 
----------------------------------- 
[00108] Coded Elements 
----------------------------------- 
   [00001] 04010004 - Hospital Building 
   [00005] 04010102 - Road Name 
   [00007] 05000102 - Road: Surfaced 
   [00011] 05000104 - Road: Unsurfaced 
   [00005] 05000108 - Path 
   [00002] 06000006 - Industrial Building 
   [00010] 06000100 - House 
   [00001] 06000102 - House: Number of occupants = 2 
   [00001] 06000103 - House: Number of occupants = 3 
   [00003] 06000104 - House: Number of occupants = 4 
   [00001] 06000105 - House: Number of occupants = 5 
   [00003] 06000106 - House: Number of occupants = 6 
   [00001] 06000201 - House: Family name = Gotlib 
   [00001] 06000202 - House: Family name = Prat 
   [00001] 06000205 - House: Family name = Hegré 
   [00001] 06000207 - House: Family name = Loisel 
   [00001] 06000208 - House: Family name = Thronheim 
   [00001] 06000209 - House: Family name = Franklin 
   [00001] 06000210 - House: Family name = Goscinny 
   [00026] 08000100 - Tree 
   [00006] 08000101 - Tree: Height Class A (1-3) 
   [00008] 08000102 - Tree: Height Class B (3-5) 
   [00007] 08000103 - Tree: Height Class C (5-10) 
   [00004] 08000104 - Tree: Height Class D (>10) 
 
Report of the contents of the UOD 

Ficheiro: [C:\ISOs\ng\_GP\4_edited\TQC_DataSet.dgn] 
Catalogue: [Iso 19114 - Annex G] 
----------------------------------- 
[00121] Coded Elements 
----------------------------------- 
   [00001] 04010004 - Hospital Building 
   [00005] 04010102 - Road Name 
   [00008] 05000102 - Road: Surfaced 
   [00008] 05000104 - Road: Unsurfaced 
   [00007] 05000108 - Path 
   [00004] 06000006 - Industrial Building 
   [00010] 06000100 - House 
   [00001] 06000102 - House: Number of occupants = 2 
   [00003] 06000103 - House: Number of occupants = 3 
   [00003] 06000104 - House: Number of occupants = 4 
   [00002] 06000106 - House: Number of occupants = 6 
   [00001] 06000107 - House: Number of occupants = 7 
   [00001] 06000201 - House: Family name = Gotlib 
   [00001] 06000203 - House: Family name = Charlier 
   [00001] 06000204 - House: Family name = van Hamme 
   [00001] 06000205 - House: Family name = Hegré 
   [00001] 06000206 - House: Family name = Franquin 
   [00001] 06000207 - House: Family name = Loisel 
   [00001] 06000208 - House: Family name = Thronheim 



   [00001] 06000211 - House: Family name = Pratt 
   [00025] 08000100 - Tree 
   [00005] 08000101 - Tree: Height Class A (1-3) 
   [00007] 08000102 - Tree: Height Class B (3-5) 
   [00010] 08000103 - Tree: Height Class C (5-10) 
   [00002] 08000104 - Tree: Height Class D (>10) 
   [00115] 99999977 - Sample 
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